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EDITORIAL
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of “The Tiger”.
For the writers at least, May 2015 will always be associated with two new Memorials seen
for the first time during our recent visit to the Ypres Salient. Our cover photograph shows
one of the duo, unveiled on the Frezenberg Ridge on 13th May, the centenary of the
destruction of the Leicestershire Yeomanry in the fields beyond during the desperate
fighting to save Ypres in 1915. Although requested not to participate in an official capacity
at the ceremony itself, a wreath was laid on behalf of the Branch by Valerie Jacques once
the visiting dignitaries had departed. Once back in “Blighty”, the service at the
Leicestershire Yeomanry Memorial in Bradgate Park was also attended – in the company
of John Sutton and Roy Birch – and a further wreath was laid, again after those placed
by the military contingent.
The second Memorial greeted us upon arrival at the prestigious “Ariane Hotel”, now
home to the recently commissioned life size statue of Elsie Knocker and Mairi Chisholm,
the legendary “Nurses of Pervyse”. Unveiled last November following a fund raising
campaign by Dr Diane Atkinson, author of Elsie & Mairi Go To War, the recent biography
of the intrepid pair, this wonderful tribute was originally intended to stand close to their
Front Line Aid Post ten miles away in Pervyse village itself. An eleventh hour change of
plans left the £28,000 statue potentially homeless before the owners of the Ariane came to
the rescue. The result is shown below.

Regardless of any complications incurred, our readers can rest assured that once more
the bravery of our Great War service men and women continues to receive the recognition
their valour so richly deserves.
V.E.J. & D.S.H.
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PARISH NOTICES

BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service
Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire,
LE18 2BA
7.30 p.m.
29th June 2015
Guest Speaker:
David Humberston
(Branch Secretary)

Your Committee Members
are:
Dr John Sutton
(Chairman)
Michael Woods
(Vice Chairman)
David Humberston
(Secretary)
Valerie Jacques
(Newsletter Editor & Librarian)
Paul Warry
(Treasurer)
Angela Hall
(Events Co-ordinator)
Denis Kenyon
(War Memorials)
Chris Stephens
(War Memorials)
Roy Birch
(Development & Education)

“Sidney’s War – A Schoolboy
remembers 1914-1918”
&
“An Admiral & A Ship in the
Ypres Salient
(The Return of the Mavericks!)”
(PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE
TO THE PREVIOUSLY
ADVERTISED TALK)

7th July 2015
Guest Speaker:
Dr John Sutton
(Branch Chairman)

“Justifiable or Injustice? – The
Our Branch Website Address is:
Executed British Empire Soldiers,
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com
1914-18”
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LEICESTERSHIRE ANZACS AT GALLIPOLI (Part III)
by Brian Roffee
ROLAND HARRISON
Roland Harrison was born 31 March 1893 and was the son of Mr William and Mrs May
Elizabeth Harrison of Enderby Leicestershire. The 1911 census shows the family living at
the Manor farm in Desford, and at that time Roland was 18 years old and listed as
working on the farm. He is the second eldest of four listed children with his eldest brother
being 24. It is believed the family emigrated to New Zealand in 1913 though this has not
been verified.
In August 1914 Roland enlisted in the Auckland Mounted Rifles as Private 13/352 in 'E'
Squadron (4TH Waikato) M.R. which was one of four mounted rifle regiments to serve
overseas in the New Zealand Expeditionary Force during WW1 as a unit the A.M.R. were
ready to be mobilised in August 1914.

Cap badge of the 4th (WAIKATO)
Auckland Mounted Rifles

Loading horses aboard the “Star of India”

Initially on the 22nd Sept 1914, Roland left Queens Wharf, Auckland aboard either
H.N.Z.M.T. Waimana or H.N.Z.M.T. Star of India bound for Europe. The ships then
returned to port on the 24th due to the lack of a strong escort to fight off German cruisers
known to be in the Pacific. They eventually left New Zealand with the main body of the
N.Z.E.F. on the 10th October 1914. The ships sailed via Wellington, Hobart in Tasmania,
Albany (Australia) then Ceylon and Aden. They finally arrived in the Suez Canal on 30th
November, disembarking at Alexandria on 5th December, before travelling onward by
train to Zeitoun camp near Cairo.
As a complete Regiment they began their training on 9th January 1915. On 26th March
they received 115 horses, some of which were of poor quality. This caused friction between
some of the soldiers when they were issued with the poorer examples. At full strength the
A.M.R. had 26 officers and 532 other ranks. The Regiment had 608 horses (528 riding. 74
draught and 6 pack).
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For the first four months of 1915 the Auckland Mounted' continued training in Egypt
before receiving orders to move up to Alexandria. The A.M.R./N.Z.M.R. set sail from
Alexandria on 9th May, having left most of their horses behind as the terrain in Gallipoli
would not be suited to them being a Mounted Brigade. The horses they took with them
were to be used for transport and not by the troops. On 15th May, the AMR and the rest
of the New Zealand Mounted rifles brigade were 'thrown in' as infantry into the desperate
struggle to seize the commanding heights of the Gallipoli peninsula in the next four
months the regiment suffered more than half of all its casualties in the war.
On arrival at Anzac Cove the troops were transferred from the mother ship to Torpedo
Boats and then landed by Lighters at jetties constructed since the first landings in April.
Throughout the summer months the A.M.R. were involved in fighting in the areas of
Walker’s Ridge, Russell's Top, Plugge's Plateau, Quinn's Post and in the lower lying area
inland of Suvla Bay. At the beginning of August the battle of Chunuk Bair commenced,
this being biggest offensive undertaken by the Allies at Gallipoli. By the end of 9th August
the total men remaining in the Regiment, including those who were sick, was 66. Only 22
of the 288 officers and men who went into the advance remained on strength, the rest
having been killed, wounded, fallen ill or were missing.
On 27th August, a second attack on Hill 60 was mounted in order to expand the foothold
the Allies had in the area. At 4.00 p.m. an artillery bombardment opened up on the
Turkish trenches. At 5.00 p.m. the shelling ceased and an advance by the Auckland and
the Canterbury Rifles commenced. They quickly captured the first line of the enemy
trenches. By the 28th the N.Z.M.R. were defending the trenches taken on Hill 60 against
Turkish counter attacks and the A.M.R. suffered heavy casualties with one Officer being
killed along with 37 other ranks and four Officers and 60 other ranks being wounded.
The War diary for 27th August 1915 for
the A.M.R. reads “A portion of our men
still hold part of the trenches at Kaiajik
Aghala. They are very tired and are
badly in need of a spell of rest. We sent 8
men to hospital today with diarrhoea and
other complaints. Sgt T McCowell is
appointed 2nd Lieutenant. 10 killed, 20
missing, 60 wounded.”
Amongst those 20 men listed missing
was the now Corporal Roland
Harrison, who was later recorded as
“Killed in Action on 28th August 1915”
and later commemorated on the Hill 60
Memorial, Panel 1.1.2, shown left.
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OUR BRANCH IN ACTION

John Sutton, Valerie Jacques & Roy Birch
at the Leicestershire Yeomanry Memorial,
Bradgate Park

The Leicester City Transport Memorial,
the latest addition to the Memorials
currently in the custody of the Leicester
City, County & Rutland At Risk War
Memorials Project.
One of the men commemorated here is
George H. Sutton, great uncle of our
Chairman, John, who was killed on
Christmas Day 1914.
Valerie Jacques lays the Branch Wreath
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CENTENARY CALENDAR

JUNE 1915
22nd – Eastern Front: Central Powers 30th – Western Front: Second Battle of
capture Lemberg; Russian troops retreat.
23rd – Italy: First Battle of the Isonzo
begins.
26th – Sea of Marmara – Lt. Commander
M.E. Nasmith awarded V.C. for
submarine exploits against Turkish Navy.

Artois concludes. The Third Battle of
Artois and the Battle of Loos would
commence on 25th September.
Celtic Sea: 20 Americans lose their lives
when S.S. Armenian is sunk by U-Boat
U24.

JULY 1915
9th - Great Britain: Secretary for War, 17th - Bulgaria: Although declaring
Lord Kitchener, calls for greater
recruitment and, by the month end, two
million men have answered the call to
arms. Many form units based on their
home towns. . .
German South-West Africa: General
Botha’s final triumph - he accepts
unconditional surrender of entire
remaining German forces.

continued neutrality, Bulgaria signs a
secret treaty with Germany and AustroHungary and receives some 600 square
miles of frontier territory from Turkey.

18th -

Italy: Italian and AustroHungarian troops clash in the Second
Battle of the Isonzo and take 4,000
prisoners by the 22nd. However, a lack of
shells and heavy artillery combine to slow
the advance and the few gains made are
recaptured by the Austro-Hungarians and
the battle ends on 3rd August.
25th - North Sea: US merchant ship
Leelanaw torpedoed and sunk by U-boat
about 60 miles north-west of Orkney
Islands whilst carrying flax (considered
contraband by Berlin) from Archangel,
Russia, to Great Britain
30th - Flanders: Use of Liquid Fire, from
rudimentary flamethrowers, enabled
German troops to penetrate the Allied
trenches north and south of Hooge, on the
Menin Road near Ypres.

11th - German East Africa: German
cruiser SMS Königsberg, holed up in the
Rufiji River, is badly damaged after 90
minutes of shelling by two British
monitors, HMS Severn and HMS Mersey,
whose fire is directed by spotter plane. The
Königsberg is scuttled by her crew with
only her valuable main guns salvaged by
the Germans and used in land operations
in East Africa.
15th - Great Britain: The National
Registration Act becomes law as a step
towards stimulating recruitment and to
discover how many men between the ages
of 16 and 65 were engaged in each trade.

(To be continued)
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MULE SHIP
by Valerie Jacques
At 7 a.m. on the morning of Tuesday, 29th
June 1915, Belgian steam trawler
President Stevens sighted men in lifeboats
off Trevose Head on the Cornish coast.
Her skipper, Pierre Defer, gave orders for
the survivors to be taken on board before
being safely transferred to a British
destroyer for landing at Avonmouth.
They had been drifting all night after
their ship, SS Armenian, had been
torpedoed and sunk by German
submarine U-24.

peacetime assignment on 3rd March 1914
before being briefly laid up prior to the
outbreak of war when, although not
fitted out as a passenger vessel, she was
used to transport the Grenadier Guards
to Belgium on 7th October 1914.
At 6.40 p.m. on the evening of the 28th
June 1915, the Armenian’s lookout called
out that there was an enemy submarine
about four miles away and that it was
signalling for them to stop. The ship’s
master, Captain James Trickery, had no
such intention and continued on course.
Two shells burst across the ship’s bows
but still Trickery did not stop, instead
giving the order for “Full Speed Ahead.”
The lifeboats had already been swung
out (standard practice in U-boat
territory) and the crew were told to
standby in case of emergency. Armenian
did not possess the turn of speed
necessary to carry her to safety and soon
the U-boat’s shells began to hit. Flying
shrapnel killed several of her mostly
American crew and cut some of the
lifeboat falls as they swung from their
davits, hurling them into the sea. Still the
ship pounded on with her cargo of 1422
mules braying and stamping in panic,
the U-boat gaining on them every minute
and continuing to fire. Soon the steering
gear and Marconi room were wrecked
with two further shells exploding in the
stokehold and engine room. She rapidly
lost steam, was on fire in three places and
Trickery had no option but to admit
defeat and surrender. It was now
7.40 p.m.

SS Armenian
The 8,900 ton Armenian, bound from
Newport News, Virginia, for Bristol was,
at the time of her sinking, the largest
cargo vessel to go down at the hands of
the enemy with the exception of RMS
Lusitania 52 days earlier. She had been
invaluable to her owners, Frederick
Leyland & Co, in the hugely profitable
cargo service which existed between
Great Britain and North America at the
turn of the 20th century and bore their
distinctive insignia – a pink funnel with a
black top. Fitted out to transport horses,
she had commenced her maiden voyage
from Liverpool to Boston on the 28th
September 1896. Three years later she
was contracted to serve as a transport
ship in the Boer War and, in 1901, was
used to carry 963 Boer POWs to
Bermuda. Now operated by the White
Star Line, she completed her final

Much to Trickery’s surprise, he and the
crew were treated well by the U-boat’s
commander, Rudolf Schneider, who
allowed them to abandon ship, take the
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remaining useable lifeboats and make for
the Cornish coast. It was 8.07 p.m. when
Armenian’s stove-pipe pink funnel
disappeared beneath the waves after two
final torpedoes had been fired into her
stern taking with her 12 Afro-American
muleteers who refused to abandon the
animals for which they had developed
sincere affection and respect, choosing to
go down with them and the ship. Barely
two months since the loss of RMS
Lusitania, the incident caused a second
crisis to develop between Germany and
the United States with much being made
in the press. Both British and French
newspapers attempted to fan the flames
of anti-German sentiment in the hope of
pushing America into the war. President
Wilson waited until the official
investigation was over before making any
official pronouncements, a decision
which proved expedient. . .

through the muddy moonscape of shellblasted Flanders with much tragic loss of
ships, crew and animals.

In 2008 the wreck of the SS Armenian
was finally located and identified by
wreck hunter and nautical archaeologist
Dr Innes McCartney. Ironically it was
Germany, known for her sophisticated
record keeping and documentation, who
proved crucial in assisting with the find
as her position, at the time of the sinking,
had been reported 20 miles away from
her final resting place. An earlier find, in
2002 and claimed as Armenian, was later
proved to be the wreck of auxiliary
cruiser HMS Patia (she had been
misidentified by amateur divers).
Armenian lies 50 miles off the Isles of
Scilly and sits completely upright and
intact in 95 metres of water. A mass of
animal bones were found inside the ship,
a sad testament to the hundreds of mules
whose deaths were but a minor statistic
in the global conflict of the Great War.

Armenian had indeed been engaged in
the transportation of contraband to
England – work animals destined for the
Allied armies fighting in France and
Belgium. This made her a legitimate
target in the eyes of the enemy and
Rudolph Schneider had, unusually for
some U-boat commanders, obeyed the
generally
accepted
“Rules
of
Engagement” regarding merchant ships
in that he’d attempted a “stop and
search” approach. That Captain
Trickery had chosen to ignore the order
to stop was almost certainly the reason
for her loss, the lives of his men and 1422
terror-stricken mules.
America had no alternative but to accept
the position with good grace and the
furore eventually abated. It would be
almost two years before the United States
would declare war on Germany and
many thousands more mules would
continue to be transported across the
Atlantic to haul guns and limbers

During the course of the Great War,
mules died in their thousands and, as so
many horses had been lost in the
fighting, both sides could not get enough
of them. For the British, who were not
known for their love or understanding of
this hybrid equine (the offspring of a
male donkey and a female horse), one
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major source of mule-muscle was the
USA and a constant stream of ships sailed
across the Atlantic from New Orleans
and Virginia carrying their precious
cargo. The livestock business of Guyton
and Harrington, of Lathrop, Missouri,
was just one source of supply and they,
alone, provided 180,000 mules for the
British Army.

once passed fit for service, they were
ready to be sent across to France and
Belgium to transport ammunition and
supplies to the Front. They were found to
have tremendous stamina in extreme
climates and over the most difficult
terrain, serving courageously in the ever

During each voyage the mules were in the
care of muleteers. Most of these men
were of the hobo-type (migratory
workers) for whom a trip across the
ocean and $15 pay made a welcome
change from riding as half-starved
labourers in rail-road box cars to
nowhere in particular around the wide
expanse of the USA. That their eyes and
nostrils would be permanently stinging
on the dung and urine-drenched decks of
these giant floating stables did not deter
them. Some muleteers were from well-todo families or the bored sons of
millionaires who were prepared to
subject themselves to just such an
adventure. Others would simply be men
short of funds who signed up to raise a
few dollars until something better came
along.

worsening conditions on the Western
Front. Being much more sure-footed and
able to carry much heavier loads than
horses of a similar size, they proved
invaluable as pack animals. In
September 1915, it was officially noted
that the average lifespan of a horse or
mule on the front lines could be fewer
than 10 days with the mule out-surviving
the horse 5-1, in part due to their stoic
and steady temperament. They also
required less food and were thirst
tolerant. Many died, not only from the
horrors of shellfire, but also in terrible
weather and appalling conditions despite
their
tougher
disposition
and
comparative disease intolerance.
John L. Kipling, father of Rudyard,
perhaps best described the traits that
made the mule superior to horse or
donkey in his book “Beast and Man”:
“Sure of foot, hard of hide, strong in
constitution, frugal in diet, a first-rate
weight carrier, indifferent to heat and
cold, he combines the best, if the most
homely, characteristics of both the noble

The mules would first land and rest in
Britain where it was the job of the
Remount Service and Veterinary Corps
to get them fighting fit after the gruelling
journey. With decent care and hearty
rations this was efficiently achieved and
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houses from which he is descended. He
fails in beauty, and his infertility is a
reproach, but even ugliness has its
advantages.” Despite his lengthy list of
sterling attributes, Kipling still called the
mule homely and ugly. There are no

images of mules galloping across an open
meadow with their manes elegantly
flowing in the dewy breeze, there is no
mule equivalent to Black Beauty, there is
no doubt that we owe them a great
debt . . . . . .

MULES
by
C. FOX SMITH
(First published in “Punch” August 1916)
I never would 'ave done it if I'd known what it would be.
I thought it meant promotion and some extra pay for me;
I thought I'd miss a drill or two with packs an' trenchin' tools,
So I said I'd 'andled horses--an' they set me 'andlin' mules.
Now 'orses they are 'orses, but a mule, 'e is a mule
(Bit o' devil, bit o' monkey, bit o' bloomin' boundin' fool!)
Oh, I'm usin' all the adjectives I didn't learn at school
On the prancin', glancin', rag--time dancin' army transport mule.
If I'd been Father Noah when the cargo walked aboard,
I'd 'ave let the bears an' tigers in, an' never spoke a word;
But I'd 'ave shoved a placard out to say the 'ouse was full,
An' shut the ark up sudden when I saw the army mule.
They buck you off when ridden they squish your leg when led;
They're mostly sittin' on their tail or standing on their 'ead;
They reach their yellow grinders out an' gently chew your ear,
An' their necks is indiarubber for attackin' in the rear.
They're as mincin' when they're 'appy as a ladies' ridin' school,
But when the fancy takes 'em they're like nothin' but a mule-With the off wheels in the gutter an' the near wheels in the air,
An' a leg across the traces, an' the driver Lord knows where.
They're 'orrid in the stables, they're worse upon the road;
They'll bolt with any rider, they'll jib with any load;
But soon we're bound beyond the seas, an' when we cross the foam
I don't care where we go to if we leaves the mules at 'ome.
For 'orses they are 'orses, but a mule 'e is a mule
(Bit o' devil, bit o' monkey, bit o' bloomin' boundin' fool!)
Oh, I'm usin' all the adjectives I never learnt at school
On the rampin', rawboned, cast-steel-jawboned army transport mule.
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
An At Risk War Memorials Project Open
Day
for viewing the Memorials has been
arranged for:

SATURDAY 11th JULY 2015
11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
Further information is available from Project Director,
Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk.

LEICESTERSHIRE & RUTLAND
FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY
KEW NATIONAL ARCHIVES
COACH TRIPS
Trips Depart From
The Premier Inn,
Narborough Road, Leicester
At 6.45 a.m.
Arrive at Kew around 9.00 a.m.
Depart 4.30 p.m.
You Can Book By E-Mail At:
kewtrips@lrfhs.org.uk

£25 PER PERSON

NEXT TRIPS
SATURDAY 4TH JULY 2015
SATURDAY 3RD OCTOBER 2015
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A MINSTREL’S SON IN FRANCE
by Roy-Anthony Birch
Having rightly paid tribute to the ANZACs and to
one of the Australian Imperial Forces’ senior
artillery commanders, Sir Talbot Hobbs, in my last
two “TIGER” articles, I now have pleasure in
returning to the theme of pieces from earlier in the
year; i.e. entertainment for troops at home on leave
in January and February 1915. Readers may recall
my referring to Sir Harry Lauder, right, as he duly
became; arguably the entertainment world’s first
truly international superstar, whose career had
scaled the heights well before the outbreak of the
1914-18 War.
His popularity spread well beyond our shores, with
numerous pre-war tours of the U.S.A. and Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, and South Africa etc.,
while at home, he topped the bill at the first ever
Royal Command Performance in the Art of Variety at The Palace Theatre in London’s
Cambridge Circus on 1st July 1912. While other theatrical luminaries such as George
Robey, Vesta Tilley, and “Little Titch”, shared the billing, for many, Harry Lauder stole
the show, wearing the pseudo-Scottish garb of kilt, Tam o’ Shanter, and sporran, and
beguiling the audience with ditties of his own devising - A Wee Doech-an-Doris and the
like. All continued apace until late 1916 when, shortly after an evening performance of
his show Three Cheers, at London’s Shaftesbury Theatre, he received a War Office
telegram informing him of the death of his only son; yet another victim of the slaughter
on The Western Front.
What concerns us here, primarily, is what some still see as the unsolved mystery
surrounding young Lauder’s death: not so much the nature of his ending – we know for
certain that he was shot, but rather, over the hand that fired the fatal bullet. Questions
persist and rumours continue to abound as to whether he succumbed at the hand of the
enemy or as a result of what is euphemistically labeled “friendly fire”; a distinctly
inappropriate phrase in this case, - if applicable!
The incontrovertible facts are that Captain John Currie Lauder of 1st/8th Bn. Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, part of 51st Highland Division, was killed on Thursday 28th
December 1916 in the Courcelette sector on The Somme. The term “killed in action” is
seldom if ever employed in Regimental Diaries, and if it were, in this context, it could
easily mislead. Clearly, the unembellished “killed” – nothing more, was deemed sufficient
to register the Captain’s demise, implying, at least, the absence of close-range exchanges
of fire or of anything even beginning to resemble the proverbial heat of battle. For indeed,
there was none! The 1st/8th Bn. Diary confides that December 1916 had been “relatively
quiet’ almost throughout, and that with “A and D Companies in trenches”, only 1 officer
– Captain Lauder, had been killed and just 1 O.R. wounded, on the 28th. Hardly the stuff
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to generate either a “hidden truth” or an ignominious falsehood. Yet it has.
Within weeks of his death, the suggestion was made that the Captain was sent into
oblivion, or to meet his maker, by a shot from his own side. Even today, particularly in
the Lauder’s adopted Argyllshire, the suggestion is readily accepted as gospel, many
asserting that the officer “got what he deserved” on account of his father’s deriding of
their cherished homeland and his ridiculing of “true” Highlanders; not to mention the
perceived superciliousness of the son. Over the years, some have insisted that the killing
could be condoned as a “rightful” settling of accounts, giving more than a hint of lingering
resentment over the Lauder’s flaunted wealth and lavish international life-style.

Captain John Currie Lauder

Sir Harry & John, 1916

A notoriously aggressive and hard-bitten bunch, those 1st/8th Argyll & Sutherland
Highlanders; possibly embittered and undoubtedly frustrated over their failure to deliver
a decisive blow in one of the last actions on The Somme in November 1916. Yet does any
of this offer a sufficient motive for killing one’s officer? To an especially aggrieved
individual, perhaps; and the means would always have been literally to hand. But what
of the opportunity for committing such a calculated and cold-blooded assassination, or
even an impulsive “heat of the moment” act?
Can we really be expected to believe that anyone would risk their own neck by committing
the offence without a covering bombardment, for example, to mask the deed, and with
no-one firing alongside him? Given the prevailing stillness and lack of action on the day;
with nothing to create a diversion, it would be a brave man indeed, or perhaps only a fool,
who would risk immediate detection and its all-too-predictable outcome. If the Captain
was really as loathsome as alleged, would any of his own men have considered him worth
dying for through their own inevitable execution? With luck, as they might have seen it,
the Hun would soon do the job for them! And I am persuaded that this is what actually
happened.
That Captain J.C. Lauder was shot by a German sniper is, for me, the only convincing
explanation. The fact of there being no concerted attack against his sector on December
28th by no means precludes the possibility of snipers being active on the day. On the
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contrary. Snipers on both sides were and are given carte blanche to act autonomously,
stalking their quarry at will, and irrespective of orders applying to others in their
battalion. “Vigilance” should always be the watchword, and not only for those in the
front line. Instances of men being targeted even while at the latrines were far from
unheard of; the sniper’s dictum being that “If I don’t get you today, you could get me
tomorrow”.
The idea that Lauder was “picked-off” while dancing a Highland Fling on the parapet
following a successful assault on the Germans is too far-fetched to merit elaborate
comment. Suffice it to say that this experienced officer had been on the Western Front
for some 20 months by December 1916; had been wounded at Festubert, then invalided
home suffering from gas poisoning in September 1915, only to be wounded again in late
1916, having returned to France. Hardly a man to be unaware of the folly of exposing
himself unnecessarily to the enemy, irrespective of any personal bravado. One further
anecdote, however, has slightly more credibility, despite a lack of hard evidence in
support. The story is that the Captain was shot while scavenging for souvenirs in open
ground; something of a gamble, even during an apparently quiet period, and if true, a
fatal miscalculation on his part.
What then of the impugning of J.C. Lauder’s character? Was his reputation as a remote
and severe disciplinarian warranted and if so, was he unduly exceptional among the
officer class? Those who smeared, pointed to the “privileged’ private education at the
City of London Grammar School. Yet this was quite unexceptional among the aspiring
bourgeoisie. Likewise, his undergraduateship at Jesus College Cambridge would have
been unremarkable and, if anything, was exceptional only by virtue of his working
noticeably harder and achieving conspicuously more than many of his
contemporaries. He gained a B.A. in 1913, having read political economy and law, and
remained at Jesus until 1914, now studying music, and in part, honing talents that had
already made him a proficient piano accompanist.
Applying himself so assiduously to this range of subjects might indeed have given him an
aura of insularity and standoffishness or the air of a recluse. Any artistic endeavour, and
music especially, demands hours of solitary practice, while serious study in general
requires self-discipline and a degree of withdrawal from the social round. But I resist the
notion that John Lauder was altogether a bad or reluctant mixer. As cox to the Jesuan’s
3rd boat - he weighed only 8 st. 6 lbs. (53.5 kilos), he would have rubbed shoulders with
fellow undergraduates fairly regularly, gaining respect, perhaps, for his commitment to
that task as well as to his academic studies.
The possibility of his not being liked would not necessarily prevent his being respected
and even grudgingly admired for his single-mindedness during his time at Cambridge,
nor amongst some of the men with whom he served and was destined to command on
joining the colours in August 1914. He was, after all, a mere 22-years-old at that date,
and one would hope that at least some of the older men in his battalion might have been
sufficiently mature to recognize his aloofness etc. as a cover for shyness or innate
insecurity. For others, and there may indeed have been several who couldn’t abide him:
to feel you might want to kill a man is one thing; to actually do so, is quite another.
To be continued. . . . . .
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CONTACT US
We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.
Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact us by e-mail at:foft@live.co.uk

“We very much value your continued support”
Valerie Jacques (Newsletter Editor)
David Humberston (Branch Secretary)

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE.

***

“She may be stupid but I love her very much”
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